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Fact Sheet 3: WHS concepts for Teachers and TAs 

• Work health and safety is about keeping yourself and others safe. 

• Each State or Territory has WHS laws. They all require you to work safely. 

• Your employer (e.g., the Department of Education) will have policies designed 

to keep staff and students safe. Schools also have policies related to WHS. 

• Duty of care is your legal responsibility to do your best to keep others safe. 

• Housekeeping is the regular task of ‘cleaning up’ potential hazards in a 

classroom. 

• Safe working practices are procedures for completing common tasks in a way 

that reduces the risk of injury. 

• Professional judgements are decisions made in tricky situations such as 

when there are contradictory policies or rules.  

• Reasonable care is a legal term that describes your obligation to do what a 

reasonable person would do in a given situation. 

• A hazard is anything that can cause harm to a person. 

• The recommended process for managing hazards is to identify, assess, 

control and review. 

• Risk is calculated by considering the likelihood that someone will be injured 

and how serious the injury would be (the consequences). The most common 

method for classifying hazards is by giving them a risk rating of either low, 

medium or high. 

• Residual risk is the risk that remains once a control has been put in place. 

• A risk management plan is a document used to identify and manage hazards 

for a given activity (such as an excursion).  

• Manual handling injuries are common in the education sector. Always use the 

correct manual-handling procedure, even for small tasks. 

• Infection control is important and includes regular cleaning, food storage, 

handling waste correctly and using the correct hand-washing technique. 

• If you hear an emergency siren, follow the directions of your teacher. 

• Incident reports are used to record the details of serious injuries or incidents. 

 


